Class of 1970 arrives; largest group yet at MIT

Approximately 85 new freshmen arrived on the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on Wednesday, Sept. 14, for their first pre-registration glimpse of undergraduate life at MIT.

The Class of 1970 was greeted at the opening meeting of Freshman Week by the traditional enthusiastic and electrically charged group of freshmen—their voices, as announced by an MIT's Freshman Advisory Council states officer, to the freshmen who were registering for the week, but a new rush week 1966 was an exercise in criterion—had resulted in attendance was the reason for the increase. It was designed to encourage freshman hospitality and the single ticket can be obtained the raw text.
On our 50th year of service to the M.I.T. community, the Tech Coop welcomes you to Cambridge and extends an invitation to join the Coop. Membership for only $1.00 annually entitles you to receive a patronage dividend on every product or service you purchase at not only the Tech store, but also at the Harvard Coop (Harvard Square) and at Coop affiliated stores and garages. Coop membership allows you to charge your purchases and still get a patronage dividend. (It is suggested that all undergraduates have a definite understanding with their parents as to the extent it will be used.) In addition, a check cashing service is available on Saturday between 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

The Coop's wide-aisled Book and Record Department has all the textbooks you'll need and a large selection of technical and scientific books. The Record Department carries a great selection of popular and classical music. The Coop is the best place to shop for all your personal, as well as class needs. The Men's and Women's Shops, Stationery, Barber Room: Eight chairs, experienced barbers, no waiting.

Bindery: Theses and magazines expertly and inexpensively bound.

Book Special Orders: Any book in print can be obtained.

Film Center: Special rates and rapid service for developing and prints.

Fountain Pen Repair: Favorite writing instruments carefully restored to new efficiency.

Gasoline and Oil: Your Coop's newest service allows you to charge to your Coop account auto needs purchased at Roselli's Texaco Station, 100 Broadway at 6th Street (off Kendall Square), and the Crimson Garage, 55 Boylston Street (near Harvard Square).

Gift and Appliance Departments are all stocked with quality merchandise, ever mindful of the student's requirements and pocketbook. There's even more to the Coop...our world of services. And of course Coop members receive patronage dividend on these purchases.

Crimson Garage, 55 Boylston Street (near Harvard Square).

Magazine Subscriptions: All subscriptions ordered at lowest rates.

Optician: Professional Service conveniently located in Book Department for quick repair or leisurely selection.

Tennis and Squash Racquet Restringing: Quality materials and workmanship.

Typewriter Repair: Service and parts for all makes and models.

The student was registered.

required for a course in which the student is actually registered should be listed.

The sales tax regulations for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts which went into effect last year exempt the purchaser of any textbook from the payment of the three percent sales tax on that book. In order to claim this exemption, the Commission on Corporations and Taxation requires that the student present the exemption, the Commission on Corporations and Taxation requires that the student present the textbook together with the form, signed by an authorized officer of the Institution, certifying that the book was authorized for instructional purposes. In order to claim this exemption, the Commission on Corporations and Taxation requires that the student present the textbook together with the form, signed by an authorized officer of the Institution, certifying that the book was authorized for instructional purposes. In order to claim this exemption, the Commission on Corporations and Taxation requires that the student present the textbook together with the form, signed by an authorized officer of the Institution, certifying that the book was authorized for instructional purposes.

MIT’s newest living group will house approximately 45 students and resident tutor in 8 four room apartments. Groups of six students will inhabit suites consisting of a kitchen, living room, and 2 bedrooms. The West Street dorm will contain air conditioning and wall-to-wall carpeting.

Similar to Bentley House, the new dorm will be freshmen to illustrate adequate representation of the upperclassmen. The format will be very similar to that of Bentley Hall, and Oxnamnians will be optional. The new dorm is located on the fourth floor of the Stratton Student Center. To claim his exemption, the student should obtain forms, fill in the blanks with the name of the textbook and for which it is required, and present the forms to the cashier in the Coop at the time he pays for the books. Only required books for courses in which the student is actually registered should be listed.

Larry’s Barber Shop
545 Technology Square
(Adjacent Garage in Back of East Campus)

"For that well groomed look, go to Larry’s"

EL 4-5165 (1 Hour Free Parking)

The housing problem has reached critical proportions with the conversion of 45 East Campus single rooms to doubles. In addition 3 floor lounges in Baker Street, Cambridge have been converted to triples to house overloading freshmen. During Rush Week, before 500 freshmen had pledged and to be located west of Burton House, is now in the engineering drawing phase, and will reduce the overcrowding considerably start it is erected. Meanwhile, the Institute has secured a five year lease on the West Street facility.
The second time

Cambridge summers are long and dreary, particularly to the breed of spee-

dons known as a VooDoo staffer.

"The long hot summer is over, but it

would be surprising if one facets of stu-
dent life, the political demonstration, falls to reach its hottest point in the

next few months.

Second-hand students have been scat-
terred by vacation, the past summer has

seen little student political zeal released

in Cambridge, but the fall elections, the

student's concern with the world he lives

in, the ever jolly funnyman also dispatched

student government and our

undergraduate Activities Council, chaired by VooDoo editor Keith Patter-

son, and the Faculty Committee on Dis-

ability be requested to act on the

matter.

All in all, you can fool some of the

people all of the time, and all of the peo-

ple some of the time, but you can't fool

the people all of the time. A Lincoln.

Demonstrate sense
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Dear Student:

It is good to know that you have resumed your studies at MIT, We welcome you to our city and wish you every success.

Our bank is conveniently located to save you time and effort in transacting your financial affairs. It brings into the MIT vicinity complete banking services.

We believe our Special Computerized Checking Account offers the safest means to draw the exact sums to meet expenses as they arise during your studies at MIT. There is no better receipt than the cancelled check mailed to you with your monthly statement of account. Such a checking account can be used very economically.

You are cordially invited to visit Charlesbank Trust Company and give us an opportunity to explain fully how we can take care of your banking requirements; Monday through Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and Thursday and Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. We have ample parking facilities and a drive-up window.

Looking forward to having the pleasure of rendering you every possible service within our banking power.

Very truly yours,

CHARLESBANK TRUST COMPANY

Zaven Kacsjian
Executive Vice President
movies ...

A departure from the commonplace

By Jeff Shaheen

Not everybody will like "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" Many people are too distracted by the right of a marriage blinding itself to bits to enjoy the story of Martha and George; or else the raw language scandalizes them; or else they can't stand to have their images of Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton destroyed. The pair have been cast into a role quite different from their previous performance in an all-time smash spectacular like "Antony and Cleopatra." Even "Scapino" was tame by comparison.

But if you are sick and tired of the usual schmaltzy rot that emerges daily from Hollywood, with its Main Street morality and respect for all-American traditions, you might appreciate Albee's revitalization of the controversial Albee play "Virginia Woolf." An agent of an evil out of your and mine. And yet "Virginia Woolf" is a love story. Even though George and Martha lay into one another with language that would make a demented blust, one can detect beneath the surface of their intercourse a real bond between them. They cling to each other, in this subworld, out of their mutual need, a lack of drive and creativity. Martha, though as a longshoreman, is enough to drive any man she lives with, but he is wise to his games. As the MR woman in the kitchen. George is the only one who can learn the rules of her games as fast as she can make them up. Martha insists on living in a world of fiction with her handsome son; she would have gone to doing this with any man but George, who forced her to reality. This is all Martha wants, authority. Like any women, as has the need to be domesticated, she is the inferior of at least one man. Of all Mrs. George is the superior, or at least that in her she feels in the presence of other men. The fact is George proved a flop, as far as communication with her father as love, of the college is concerned, green nothing. He flies over the campus, with his money be taken with amputation. He is the only one who can protect her from Virginia Woolfg. A word about the filming: Albee's play the camera is set at George's living room throughout the piece, even though part of the series occurs onstage. In Mrs. Nichols' film version, the scene shifts from the living room to the kitchen, to the class, to the yard, to the bedroom, to a room, house, and back to the livingroom, for this moving about in this smoothly done and serves to break the smoothy monotony that might arise from having a single set. The idea is in a brilliantly edited version of the play in which the manner is destitute but is eliminated.

Take a dare and go see "Virginia Woolf". It's a film that will by double meanings and wile suggestion; it may perplex you, even after the third time, but there is a lot of substance to it if you are bold enough to look.
Boston Symphony
Season opens next week

The Boston Symphony Orchestra announces that season subscriptions are available for its Tuesday and Thursday concerts in Symphony Hall. The Orchestra's new season, the Eighty-sixth, will open on September 29 with a performance of Mahler's Symphony No. 1, which will be repeated at the opening concert of each of the other subscription series.

The two Tuesday series, Series A and Series B, each have a member of subscribers available. Series A, consisting of 10 concerts at 8:30, will begin on September 27. Music Director Erich Leinsdorf has invited Richard Burgin, Colin Davis, Rafael Kubelik, Charles Munch and Gunther Schuller to be guest conductors at these concerts. For the six concerts of Tuesday Series B, which begin at 7:30 on October 4, Thomas Schippers and Mr. Schuller have been invited as guest conductors.

Two Thursday series of concerts will also begin at 8:30 p.m. Series A, six concerts, will open on September 29. The Thursday Series B concerts will begin on October 6.

MOVIES

**MOVIES**

- Walt Disney, 'Alice in Wonderland', Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 3:00, 5:30. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- The Man from Nowhere, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- The Basement, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- The Millionairess, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- Grand Hotel, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- The Big Country, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- The Sound of Music, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.
- The Russians Are Coming, The Russians Are Coming, Fri., Sat. 8:30, 11:00; Sun. 1:00, 3:00. Som. 8:30, 10:30.

CAMPUS CUE

Relax and Divers
590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposite B.U. Towers)

Pocket Billiards
"Great for a Date"

And to

20 Chimneys
third floor - Student Center
opening September 19

Peter Dow
of Twenty Chimneys
welcomes you to MIT

Audio Designs Inc.

Let this ADC-GARRARD system be your choice if you desire performance.

Superior to any portable - Compact in its price range! Solid state design

'AUDIO DESIGNS' will assemble & check your system while you have a cup of our 'Home Brewed Latin Coffee'.

Guaranteed and Ready to Play

$249.50*

*Normally a $326 retail value

Time Payments Available

Audio Designs Inc.

'Audio Designs' (Look for our door) Harvard Sq.
308 Boylston - Between 30 & 32 - Across from 31
Monday thru Friday 9:30-9:30 . . . Saturday 9:00-6:00
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Kibitzer . . .
(Continued from Page 4)
soon isn't the most orthodox, the final contract of three no trump wouldn't be reached by almost any bidding sequence.
East won the opening club lead and surveyed the situation. It was apparent that he could count on his partner for four clubs. He began to make a Jack, and the opening lead of the three clubs with the deuce missing indicated a probable Four-Club suit. There did not appear to be time to set up two heart tricks before declarer established the diamond suit, but East saw a way to find declarer.
Spectacular duck
East exited safely with a club, when declarer led a diamond to the Ace. East flew to the Queen, turned to his partner with a smile and led another diamond. East won and returned a spade; declarer no longer had the entries and led another diamond. East ducked. South returned clubs as an entry to the diamond suit, but East saw the three of clubs with the deuce and the dynamic impact that this has on the updating of the regular MIT curriculum and knowledge.

Mresents a landmark summer of space exploration. MIT offers contributions to this event.

An alumni who knows MIT... 

By Chuck Kolb

Killassian speaks to alumni

By Chuck Kolb

The remarkable accuracy of the first Apollo flight this summer is a credit to the quality of work produced in the Instrumentation Lab.

MIT is not involved in the manufacture of the various spacecraft, but formulates the designs and supervises the testing of interim and final models.

The system of advanced guidance presently being formulated under Professor Draper is called SABRE, for Self Aligning, Boost, and Reentry.

MIT makes no financial gain from work done under federal contract in the I-Lab. Rather the Institute receives its greatest gain in the research activity of Professors and students in the I-Lab and the dynamic impact that this has on the updating of the regular MIT curriculum and knowledge.

In sum, Professor Draper heads the Instrumentation Laboratory, which, with the help of his staff, is carrying out the research necessary to make the Apollo Project a success.

Alumni Association chooses Mangesdorff as president

Theodore A. Mangesdorff of New York City and of New Kent, Virginia, retired executive vice president of Republic Steel Corporation, has been elected President of the MIT Alumni Association for 1956-1957.

Mr. Mangesdorff succeeds Samuel L. Greaves of Wellesley, Massachusetts, President of United Charities of Cambridge, who will formally assume office at an Alumni Day luncheon in the MIT Great Court, Monday, June 13. Some 1500 alumni and their guests returned to the campus for the first Alumni Day Program.

The Association nominated 3 of its members for 5-year terms as alumni members of the MIT Corporation. They are John R. Jamieson '51, President of Standard Oil of New Jersey; John Lown '52, President of Dresser Industries, Inc.; and George R. Villa '53, President of the US Rubber Company.

Mr. Mangesdorff, the new Association President, is a native of Arkansas. Kansas. He received his bachelor degree in 1935 and his masters degree in 1939, both in the field of chemical engineering.

Your Room Needs A Refrigerator

Despite fiendish torture dynamic Bic Du writes first time, every time!

Bic's rugged pair of stick pens wins in unending war against ball-point skip, clog and smear!

Despite horrible punishment by mad research scientists, xrc still writes first time, every time. And no wonder, star 'Dynamic' Ball is made of a solid brass cone. Will not skip, clog or smear no matter what devilish abuse is

Designed education, grip, and other, $3.25.

Faculty pay

Dr. Killassian also made it clear that only 12, 3, or 4 minutes for their faculty better be backed and brings benefits to the school, but we ought to be fair. He indicated that the band is working towards that goal.

He said, as an example of today's band from the Second Gym Fund. Dr. Killassian pointed out how since some donations were given explicitly for a specific building, even though this wasn't a fund goal, it's fine when completed and recognized in such a structure.

Glance skilfully

In addition to being biased by the,\ additives, the alumni are truly attending for alumni Association activities and problems. Reports from the local Teaching Center and Educational Services Incorporated are to be looked over by faculty members for research and study uses, now the Pierce Fuller dedicated.

Throughout the conference activity, an atmosphere of care for campus intensity prevailed. It was another day for some group of people in the class of '36 felt the pressure of the, but instead the delegates seemed to be enjoying the time to best ways to apply their personal knowledge as well as to try and improve the situation for the, improving and supporting the local community. At least to the delegates at the Annual Alumni Officers Office event, the Alumni Association has something to be joked about or ignored, but a tool with which an atmosphere of almost any school should have included such a structure.
Automated transportation planned

Students in the MIT systems engineering course have developed a master plan for improving and automating urban transportation.

"Project METRAN" is an evolutionary urban proposal. The program would start with small improvements now, in cul-de-sac streets for houses only in downtown areas, and non-scheduled jitney buses in suburban areas.

But if the proposal were carried out, urban transportation would gradually over the next thirty years become fully automated, with everyone riding automobile-like personal vehicles or buses over computer-controlled guideways built out of present highways and rapid transit lines.

Hillel Foundation announces events

The Hillel Foundation on Wednesday, Sept. 16, 1-2 pm: A Visit to the Technion. In the lobby of the Chemical Laboratories, 77 Massachusetts. 3:30 pm: Buffalo Bill's. Hispanic house, 126 Church St.

Saturday, Sept. 17, 8-10 pm: Rev. Karl A. Deuterman, Chaplain and Lecturer, Stanford University, and Lecturer, Harvard University, presents "Theological Reflections on Judaism." Room 205, Student Union. Killian Court, 305 Massachusetts.

Students at MIT are free. For information call 554-9495.

抽油烟机

雨花朵

Mit to aid publishing

by Geoff Russell

MIT may soon be in the newspaper business. The American Newspaper Publishers Association and MIT last week announced the establishment of a newspaper research project designed "to investigate experimentally how some of the recent advances in information transfer engineering can be applied in the newspaper publishing business."

The project is to be carried on at MIT in conjunction with Project INTREX, a larger program of information transfer experiments under the direction of Dr. Carl F. J. Overhage, who also serves as one of three members of an ANPA Scientific Advisory Committee.

The program's initial efforts will be centered around computer-aided procedures in editing and in the overall goal of the project at MIT, and of Project INTREX as a whole, is to apply the newest results of information storage and retrieval, of analysis, of character recognition, of reproduction and of distribution of information to the operation of newspapers in much the same way in which it is done in much the same way in which

THE BIBLE says:

That followeth after good

智慧, knowledge and mercy findeth it's

He that followeth after good

享乐意大利食品

Sicome's

ITALIAN-AMERICAN RESTAURANT

Selections from these lists, and more, are available for takeout.

One Open Every Night! "Til Midnight! — Free Parking

9 Open Every Night! 'Til Midnight — Free Parking

4 Ask about Student Discount book

Besides, we also serve draw for Italian food.

Enjoy the finest Italian-American Food

and Delicious Pizza

21 BROOKLINE STREET, CAMBRIDGE — Tel. 8-4559

[at Central Square]

RESTAURANTS

SPECIAL!

SHOP 9/5

BOOKCASES

ALL SIZES

SPECIAL!

Desk & Chair

Combination

$1895

Limited Quantity"

Also!

Table Legs

Wall Brackets

Stools

If you're coming by Mass. Ave., turn onto Harvard St. at number 2404 Mass. Ave.

You can come along Memorial Drive or Soldiers' Field Rd. which lead directly into Fresh Pond Pkwy. and Alewife Brook Pkwy. (Rt. 2) as far as Rindge Ave., down Rindge Ave. to Clay St. to Harvard St.

GENERAL BUILDERS

SUPPLY CO.

135 Harvard Street

Cambridge

 сахета

FOAM RUBBER

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

CUT TO ORDER

PILOWS

CHAIR CUSHIONS

MATTRESSES

IMPORTED

DANISH DESIGN FURNITURE

DESK & CHAIR $19.95

BOOKCASE $12.95

UNPAINTED FURNITURE

"DISCOUNT PRICES"

SOFAS $59.95 Complete

Cover Only $49.95

CHAIR $26.95

Foam Rubber Discount Center

165 Brighton Ave., Allston, Mass.

CALL 4-4819
It if an astronaut ever gets stuck in space, students in a class at the University of California have trained rescue workers into orbit to save him.

They call it NERO (Near Earth Rescue Operation) and they worked out a complete 400-page program that included flight analysis and analysis for the class project in an internoductional course in space systems engineering this past spring term.

The rescue plan would use the Martin Co. TITAN IIIC rocket as the NERO booster. The NERO command capsule and its subsystems, however, they designed themselves, based on the body-shaped 543 lifting body concept for re-entry vehicles developed at the federal space agency's Ames Research Center, Calif.

Some major purposes:

NERO, operating in orbits 100 to 500 miles high, would actually have three purposes: rescue, manned inspection of satellites, and re-supply of such vehicles as the proposed manned orbiting laboratory (MOLL). Of the three, the students thought that the most frequent use would be inspection, particularly of satellites launched by the U.S. or other nations since there would be a need for six NERO-type inspection missions a year by 1975.

But if manned launch attempts continued to increase in the future, the students believe NERO crews could be used in a rescue orbit rescue work at the rate of one or twice a year by mid-1975.

The course, as a team project, taught by a team of professors headed by Paul Sandford, of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, is to give seniors and graduate students a foretaste of the type of work at the rate of once or twice a year by mid-1975. The course was concluded May 31 when the class made a day-long oral presentation of its proposal before an audience of university, government, and industry officials.

Although they did not design it, the students were required to conduct a complete booster analysis and their conclusion was that the Martin Co. TITAN IIIC would be particularly useful for the NERO job. With more than three million pounds of thrust at the booster is capable of putting 36,800 pounds of payload into an orbit 100 miles high. The students designed their spacecraft at 12,800 pounds, and used the excess booster capability to carry project personnel which would travel the generous maneuvering capability necessary for complex rendezvous with other satellites. It is the TITAN IIIC, because its upper stage liquid engines use storable non-toxic propellants which would provide the power needed for landing, that would gain maneuvering capability by re-entry and return from the aerodynamic characteristics of its boatlike shape. In addition, its flight characteristics were such that landing would be augmented by a 4,500-pound thrust jet engine during final approach to provide for a wide range of error.

The class this year chose an moon mission to Mars, an orbiting as-sessment of Aeronautics and Space Administration projects for such projects as a manned space system design and development of a proposed capsule.

Lecturers at Cape Kennedy

Highlights of the course were lectures by leading space scientists and engineers from governmental, private, and industry and a tour of facilities at Cape Kennedy, Fla., sponsored by the U. S. Air Force. The course was concluded May 31 when the class made a day-long oral presentation of its proposal before an audience of university, government, and industry officials.
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**70 attend Science Day Camp**

For 70 energetic boys, Saturday marked the end of a summer experience in learning at MIT. The boys received certificates of attendance from Richard Adelstein, student cochairman of the MIT Science Day Camp, at this year's closing exercises in Kresge Auditorium. The audience of more than 100 was composed of approximately parents and friends.

**Auditors speak**

Variations from each of the two classes conducted briefly outlined the achievements of their classes during the week. They were Wayne Scott and Steven Donoho from the Winter School, Cambridge, who will begin ninth grade in the fall, and Steven Donoho from Longfellow School, Cambridge, who will enter Longfellow School in September, and Ray and Steven Donoho from Winter School, Cambridge, who will begin ninth grade in the fall.

Adelstein addresses group

A highlight of the program was a brief address by Howard W. Johnson, new president of MIT, who will enter Longfellow School, Cambridge, and Steven Donoho from the Winter School, Cambridge, who will begin ninth grade in the fall.

Johnson, who will enter Longfellow School, Cambridge, in September, and Ray and Steven Donoho from Winter School, Cambridge, who will begin ninth grade in the fall.
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Joe Duplin wins sail championship

Sailing coach Joe Duplin had an interesting summer, winning the European tour in the Star class nationals. The nationals were held August 21 in Luxembourg, Yugoslavia, where they defeated the Yugoslav national team, 60-56, in their second game. In the first game, they tied for second place in the Inter-Club Challenge Cup at the Henley in 1964 and again in 1965.

Volleyball, for the third race, he would have easily won the championship. And, as a result, some teams such as crew, lacrosse, and sailing compete against nationally ranked teams while others find competition among the smaller colleges in New England. This provides strong, interesting competition for each MIT team.

The sports program at Tech is designed for student participation and not to gain national prominence in its activities. The program requires extensive recruiting and athletic scholarships, both of which are not within the grasp of most students.

With an athletic philosophy such as this you will find, of course, that the comparative strength of the teams is usually fairly low. And, as a result, some teams such as crew, lacrosse, and sailing compete against nationally ranked teams while others find competition among the smaller colleges in New England. This provides strong, interesting competition for each MIT team.
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